HOT GOSS is the r egular Inf or mation vehicle of Fusion Catamarans Australia Pty Ltd.

Fusion Spreads its Wings
Subic Bay, Phillipines is the latest
in a list of new countries to
embrace the Fusion modular style
of Boat construction.
ACS is a well established company, which has been involved in
everything from Superyacht refurbishment to production manufacture of large Ribs.
ACS will manufacture Fusion
Catamarans Production Sailing
Boats.

The picture above was taken from the ACS
Boardroom and shows the magnificent Harbour of
Subic Bay with the Yacht Club in the centre.
Below: shows a small part of the ACS manufacturing
complex, exterior and interior.

Above: Back row L to R: Peter Schelling,
Chairman of Fusion Catamarans International,
Gustavo Ansaldo, ACS Production Manager, ACS
CEO, Duncan Trower and ACS President, Angelo
Olondriz, and Jim Gard, CEO Fusion Catamarans
Australia, Seated are: Angel Manday and April
Trower.

IT REALLY WORKS
At Fusion we get a bit blase’ about the kit construction,
but every now and again someone reminds us of just
how good it is. This Kit was delivered in the 2 containers
as usual, and these pictures were taken on the morning
of the 4th day.
Not only do you finish up with a fully moulded, modern
infused fibreglass vessel, you are in the water in a fraction of the time.

Drop Dead Gorgeous!
That was the comment from one of the visitors to the Fusion
Stand at the recent Auckland Boat Show. It was a tremendous
effort by the Team at Fusion Cats NZ, to get the boat ready in
time for the show, and what a beautiful job they have done.

VALUE
ADDING
Rather than install any old Sound
system in your Fusion, why not add
value and performance with the brilliant range of Fusion Marine audio
equipment.
We at Fusion Catamarans have
made an arrangement with Fusion
Electronics to supply us at an OEM
price which we can pass on to you.
All you need to do is contact us for
a brochure and we can place the
order for you.
Fusion Electronics will also be at the
Sanctuary Boat Show where they
will have on display their new range.

Pictured is Andrew Pounder’s Fusion

BANGKOK BOAT SHOW
The 1st Bangkok Boat Show was a great success
with strong attendance from both private and Charter
sectors. Pictured below is Edward Hyde of Hyde UK
Sails, from whom Fusion purchase their production
Boat sails.

NEWS
FUSION POWER!
The new (BMW) Yanmar range of
diesels have been chosen to
power the Fusion Power craft.
With engine sizes from 140 to
260hp will give the power boat a
speed range of 15 to 30 knots.

EQUIPMENT:
New names to be added to the
Fusion list of partners are:
Navionics ( electronics)
Raymarine (electronics)
Fusion (audio equipment)
E-PLEX (Electrical circuitry)
OSSAR (Diesel Electrics)

SANCTUARY
COVE
BOAT SHOW
May 24th to 27th
The Fusion 40, which has
been assembled by Mal Harte
in Melbourne is expected to be
available for inspection at the
Boat Show
Fusion Cats Australia, have a
stand in the Super Yacht
Pavilion “D”, stands 383-384
on the stand will be members
of Brisbane Power cats, the
new Fusion Company in
Brisbane, also Matthew
Morgan, who has done a lot of
the design work on the Power
Cat and the furniture modules.
if you need a map, email me.
Look forward to meeting you
during the show.

FURNITURE MOULDINGS
Furniture mouldings are now available, for the
Aft Head area, forward ensuite and all of the
Saloon and Galley. A pre-routered flat panel
Kit is also available for all other areas. Please
email me for details and extra pictures.

Items displayed in the Hot Goss Newsletter, may have design or price changes without notification.

